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BARC will hold an Estes Big Daddy contest at its October 2016 launch.  There will be two 
categories - Stock & Unlimited.  Each category winner will receive $20 & record recognition, 
and each category must have at least 3 contestants for prizes to be awarded. 
 
Stock Big Daddy Contest: Winner will be the rocket landing closest to the pad (based on 
the furthest part of the rocket from the pad): 

1. Entries must use the stock kit parts - no substitutions except for shock cord and 
parachute upgrades.  

2. Entries must launch using the Estes D12-3 motor. 
3. Entries may, or may not, be painted. 
4. Model cannot be weighed down with unnecessary weight - e.g., nose weight. 
5. Must use at least a 15" parachute - nylon or plastic (no spill holes allowed)  
6. Chute Release may not be used.  
7. All parts of the recovered rocket must remain connected and intact - rocket must be in 

a condition to be re-launched. 

Unlimited Big Daddy Contest: Winner will be the rocket achieving the highest altitude. 

1. Entries must be in the same shape and 3" diameter of an Estes Big Daddy with 4 fins 
– e.g, a modified Estes Big Daddy kit, kit-bashed, or scratch built. 

(a) The motor mount may be modified or lengthened. 
(b) The kit nose cone must be used (internal NC modifications allowed). 
(c) The exterior portion of the fins must match the shape & dimensions of those 
provided in the kit (this will be checked by the RSO with a fin test model). The fins 
may be layered. 
(d) The airframe must use the kit body tube (may be wrapped or sleeved). 
(e) Maximum overall rocket length: 20.25 inches. 

2. Use the biggest motor you dare. 
3. Entries must identify the CP and CG, proper build methods, and pass RSO inspection. 
4. Entries may, or may not, be painted. 
5. Minimum parachute size: 18 inches - nylon or plastic  
6. Chute Release, cable cutter, and Dual Deploy recovery methods may be used. 
7. An altimeter must be used and presented to the RSO for altitude scoring. 
8. All parts of the recovered rocket must remain connected and intact - rocket must be in 

a condition to be re-launched. 

At this time Amazon & Hobbylinc have the best prices for the Big Daddy.  If you have a 
Prime membership the Amazon kit is the cheapest. 
 
Avoid the rush - get your rocket now... 
 
Although not mandatory, prospective contestants should notify BARC via email of their intent 
to enter this contest by September 30, 2016. 


